**Al-Attiyah wins Silk Way Rally**

Qatar’s Nasser Saleh al-Attiyah poses with the 2019 Silk Way Rally winner’s trophy on all the stages in the event, which passed through three countries, including Russia, Mongolia and China.

**Promar Marine Contracting Company**

Promar Marine Contracting Company, one of the largest international construction services companies in the world, announced today that it has been awarded the marine works to develop the UAE’s Gewan Island.

**UAE’s Gewan Island**

The project is part of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) government’s national development strategy, which seeks to diversify the country’s economy and attract foreign investment. Gewan Island is located off the coast of Dubai and is being developed into a major logistics and transportation hub.

**UDC awards Gewan Island marine works to UrbaCon, Promar**

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) government has awarded the marine works to develop Gewan Island to two companies, UrbaCon Trading & Contracting Company and Promar Marine Contracting Company.
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Sidra Medicine, CMU-Q sign pact to promote collaboration

Sidra Medicine, a member of Qatar Foundation, and Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (CMU-Q), have signed a memorandum of understanding to promote scientific research and shape how technological tools and health information systems.

CMU-Q and Sidra Medicine today signed a memorandum of understanding to provide students and alumni in Qatar with access to thought leaders and innovators within the classroom and beyond. CMU-Q and Sidra Medicine have a shared mission to provide world-class research and education to students and alumni in Qatar. This agreement provides a unique opportunity for CMU-Q students and alumni to gain access to cutting-edge areas in healthcare and medical research.

CMU-Q and Sidra Medicine are establishing an important partner to shape how technological tools and health information systems will be used. The pact will also provide the students with access to thought leaders and innovators within the field. The pact will also provide the students with access to cutting-edge areas in healthcare and medical research.

The partnership will also provide students with access to cutting-edge areas in healthcare and medical research. Through this collaboration, both parties will seek to promote research and raise health awareness through specialized courses, seminars, workshops and webinars.

The agreement provides a unique opportunity for CMU-Q students and alumni to gain access to cutting-edge areas in healthcare and medical research. Through this collaboration, both parties will seek to promote research and raise health awareness through specialized courses, seminars, workshops and webinars.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Italy Enzo Moavero Milanesi has received a written message from HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, pertaining to bilateral relations and ways to develop them. The message was handed over by Qatar's ambassador to Italy, Abdulaziz bin Ahmed al-Malki, when Italy's Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Emanuela Del Re, met him yesterday.

The ceremony screened the said Population Policy during the period of 2017–2022, leading to gradual reform of the institutions of the population and the re-distribution of urban centres away from Greater Doha, the provision of a clean urban environment and the sustainability of natural resources.

Permanent Population Committee promotes awareness about key issues

At-thawab reviewed the role of the committee in following up the national efforts aimed at controlling the rate of population growth and reducing the number of population within the limits of the country. He said that the committee is formed to review the provisions of the 1998 Population Policy Document in terms of its main problems and its objectives and the number of people who live in the country.

The basic goal of Qatar’s population policy is “achieving balance between population growth and sustainable development requirements, so as to ensure a decent life for the inhabitants of Qatar, enhance their children, broaden their opportunities and raise their participation in the national economy.”

This policy seeks to achieve several goals in its six axes, including controlling population growth rates during the period of 2017–2022, heading to gradual reform of the institutions of the population, developing the population planning and health project, and the development of urban centres away from Greater Doha, the provision of a clean urban environment and the sustainability of natural resources. It also seeks to improve the quality of education and training, expand opportunities for tourism participation in society and in public life, improve the public health and the quality of life, achieve a balance between population growth and geographical distribution of the population. The policy also seeks to support the social participation of women, especially in reducing their participation in the labour force while maintaining family cohesion and a healthy environment for children. -QNA

FM sends messages to Italian and Georgian counterparts

The Commander of the Armed Forces, Major General Abdullah bin Hassan al-Thani, yesterday met Italian and Georgian counterparts. The Commander of the Armed Forces, Major General Abdullah bin Hassan al-Thani, yesterday met the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Italy, Enzo Moavero Milanesi, and the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Georgia, David Zalkaliani. The meeting reviewed the progress in the development of the relations between Qatar and the two countries and the visions of the Ministry of Culture and Sports. -QNA

Qatar-Uzbekistan military ties reviewed

The Commander of the Armed Forces, Major General Abdullah bin Hassan al-Thani, yesterday met his Uzbek counterpart, General Staff of the Armored Forcesfedryal Takhiramberdin, on the sidelines of the annual meeting of the armed forces held in the Russian city of St. Petersburg. During the meeting, the reviews the military relations between Qatar and Uzbekistan and means of enhancing them.
beIN partners with QST to support innovation in sport

beIN Media Group, a leading sports, media and entertainment group, has signed a partnership with Qatar SportsTech (QST), a Dubai-based sports incubator and lab by startup institute, to “further the global sports ecosystem and drive the region’s excitement for sport.”

beIN and QST will work together to meet the demand for the ever-growing sports industry and provide innovative startups with the vital mentoring, funding, networking opportunities needed to grow and reach new milestones.

The new partnership will give QST access to beIN’s world-class networks, with the company aiming to attract more than 700 startup applicants from across five continents and 43 countries. In return, beIN’s investment will give QST group access to the latest products and innovative ideas in sports, the statement said.

QST, which aims to partner with beIN Media Group, a leading sports and entertainment group, will be able to provide a global network of the most innovative sports broadcast companies as a partner of Qatar SportsTech’s branded event on a global scale.

beIN will provide QST with world-class talent, intellectual capital, media with an unparalleled global leader in sports media and entertainment, while furthering Doha as a global sports capital.

QST’s Director General, Ammar Al Zaibak, CEO of Impact Qatar, said: “beIN Media Group is a world-renowned player with a global footprint and has been a great supporter of local and international startups.

The partnership will allow beIN’s worldwide network, with the company’s footprint in more than 43 countries, to attract more than 700 startups from across five continents and 43 countries. In return, beIN’s investment will give QST group access to the latest products and innovative ideas in sports, the statement said.

The new partnership will give QST access to beIN’s world-class networks, with the company aiming to attract more than 700 startup applicants from across five continents and 43 countries. In return, beIN’s investment will give QST group access to the latest products and innovative ideas in sports, the statement said.
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The new partnership will give QST access to beIN’s world-class networks, with the company aiming to attract more than 700 startup applicants from across five continents and 43 countries. In return, beIN’s investment will give QST group access to the latest products and innovative ideas in sports, the statement said.

The new partnership will give QST access to beIN’s world-class networks, with the company aiming to attract more than 700 startup applicants from across five continents and 43 countries. In return, beIN’s investment will give QST group access to the latest products and innovative ideas in sports, the statement said.

The new partnership will give QST access to beIN’s world-class networks, with the company aiming to attract more than 700 startup applicants from across five continents and 43 countries. In return, beIN’s investment will give QST group access to the latest products and innovative ideas in sports, the statement said.
Ooredoo ONE ‘all-in-one’ home service launched

O reodo has announced the launch of Ooredoo ONE, its new service “providing everything a family could need from one service provider.”

The new Ooredoo ONE bundles “everything customers need to keep their home, family, connected and entertained,” in one single mobile application. With the new service, customers will have access to the entire Ooredoo ONE TV on-demand channel, the fast Internet speeds and the best entertainment in town. The new service offers the fast TV experience with the new Ooredoo TV set-top-box, 4K TV, and smart Wi-Fi, providing three hours of HD films, music and gaming to more than 50 devices at once. This provides customers with a seamless experience with the new Ooredoo ONE Wi-Fi, which easily streams HD films, music and gaming to more than 50 devices at once. This provides customers with the whos-once experience in the entire house with a single Wi-Fi password for everyone,” the statement notes.

With the new service, customers can enjoy the “best TV experience with the new Ooredoo TV set-top-box, 4K TV, and Wi-Fi, which easily streams HD films, music and gaming to more than 50 devices at once.” This provides customers with a seamless experience in the entire house with a single Wi-Fi password for everyone,” the statement notes.

With the new service, customers can enjoy the “best TV experience with the new Ooredoo TV set-top-box, 4K TV, and Wi-Fi, which easily streams HD films, music and gaming to more than 50 devices at once.” This provides customers with a seamless experience in the entire house with a single Wi-Fi password for everyone,” the statement notes.

The new Ooredoo ONE TV on-demand channel, “the fastest Internet speeds and the best entertainment in town,” is now available for all packs, giving them the “best entertainment in town.” Ooredoo ONE provides the comprehensive sports and the most extensive free Internet coverage in Qatar, with smart Wi-Fi provided by Ooredoo ONE.

QIC Group conducts training programme for staff

Q IC Insurance Group recently conducted an in-house introductory training programme for its employees to equip them with the necessary skills, knowledge and required abilities to enhance work performance and service delivery.

The in-house training programmes are an integral part of the QIC Learning Academy, which was established last year. It focuses on providing comprehensive develop-

ment in technical, professional and internal learning modules, mentoring and self-paced experiences to accelerate personal and career progression of the company’s workforce, the statement notes.

The programme was attended by a set of highly experi-

cied employees, who are experts in various fields of the insurance business. Stroking the importance of the various in-house training pro-

grammes, senior deputy Group

The QIC Group headquarters in West Bay.

until July 22. The statement explains.

From 11.30pm on July 19 until 11am on July 20, the roundabout will be closed again from 5am tomorrow and from 11.30pm on July 19 until 11am on July 20. The diversion will be closed again from 5am tomorrow and from 11.30pm on July 19 until 11am on July 20. The diversion has been announced to complete the mainstay of the Wukair roadworks as well as pedestrian and footpath upgrades works at the roundabout.

LuLu Hypermarket launches new green checkpoints to promote reusable bags

LuLu Hypermarket has launched the ‘Choose LuLu’ campaign with the aim of raising awareness about the use of plastic bags.

The awareness initiative features a ‘green checkout’ programme at LuLu’s outlet countries that promote the use of eco-friendly bags. The campaign in Qatar has been introduced to promote the use of reusable bags, the statement said.

Customers can purchase the reusable bags at a price of QR20, which is equivalent to QR1.67 per bag. The bags are made from recycled plastic and are available in various sizes.

With the new service, customers can enjoy the “best TV experience with the new Ooredoo TV set-top-box, 4K TV, and Wi-Fi, which easily streams HD films, music and gaming to more than 50 devices at once.” This provides customers with a seamless experience in the entire house with a single Wi-Fi password for everyone,” the statement notes.
Renault announces ‘big savings’ offers on Koleos, Talisman

S

aith Al Hamad Al Mana Co, the outlet specialising in Renault’s range of vehicles, has launched a limited-time offer as part of its flagship models – the Koleos and the Talisman.

With this offer, customers can take advantage of the following benefits:

1. **Big Savings**: Enjoy great-value offers of big savings when you buy any of these two vehicles.
2. **R-LINK 2 Multimedia System**: With R-LINK 2 multimedia system, experience a comfortable interior with class-leading comfort.
3. **Talisman’s Statement Notes**: The Renault Koleos and Talisman are now available “at unbeatable prices”, the statement explains.
4. **Slight Dust**: This offer is designed to ensure customers enjoy their Renault, be it the Koleos or the Talisman.

To check out these cars and other offers, one can visit www.renault.qa.

**Strong winds expected**

Strong winds are expected over some parts during the day, according to the Meteorology Department.

- **Northwestwards**: Fresh to strong winds are expected in most offshore areas, reaching 9' towards the coastal areas.
- **Wind Speeds**: Inshore, winds will be 10-12 knots at noon, increasing to 22 knots and reaching a high of 33 knots at times, especially at night.

**Wind Speeds Expected**

- **Today**: The wind speed will be 12-24 knots in the northern areas, dropping to 6-12 knots by the evening.
- **Tomorrow**: The wind speed will be 10-20 knots, increasing to 24 knots in some places before dropping to 6-12 knots by the evening.
- **Strong Winds**: The maximum temperature is expected to be 44C today in Doha, Wakrah and Mesaieed, and 41C in Al Khor.

**Al Khor Weather Today**

- **Maximum Temperature**: 44C in Doha, Wakrah and Mesaieed.
- **Minimum Temperature**: 28C.
- **Wind Speed**: 12-24 knots in the northern areas, dropping to 6-12 knots by the evening.
- **Visibility**: Slight dust and some clouds are likely off shore.
- **Tides**: Slight dust is expected in some inshore areas at times.

**Al Khor Forecast**

- **Today**: The wind speed will be 12-24 knots in the northern areas, dropping to 6-12 knots by the evening.
- **Visibility**: Slight dust is expected in some inshore areas at times.
- **Tides**: Slight dust and some clouds are likely off shore.

**UNODC to broadcast The Zorbs in Arabic**

The UNODC is also using sport to promote positive social change and development in young people, particularly in the Middle East and North Africa. By strengthening judicial independence and rule of law, the UNODC is helping to build a more peaceful world.

Al Ahli Hospital shines spotlight on importance of hand-washing

A

l Ahli Hospital, in celebration of World Hand Hygiene Day (WHHD) 2019, has held a special event to raise awareness about the importance of hand hygiene and to educate patients about how to wash their hands.

The hospital’s event was held in collaboration with the International Hand Hygiene Organisation (WHO), which is a global network of experts working together to improve hand hygiene and reduce infections.
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Palestinians clash with police in Lebanon crackdown on unlicensed foreign workers

By Heidih El-Tobel, AFP

A couple of hundred of Palestinian refugees yesterday demonstrated outside the Lebanese interior ministry in downtown Beirut, blocking the entrance to the ministry building and preventing cars from entering. The demonstration was part of a nationwide strike called by the Palestinian General Union of Syria, which represents Palestinian refugees in Lebanon. The strike was called to protest against a new law passed by the Lebanese government last week that increased the number of Palestinian refugees allowed to work in Lebanon from 1,000 to 5,000. The protesters were demanding the resignation of the Lebanese prime minister, Hassan Diab, and the withdrawal of the new law. The Lebanese government has been under pressure to address the needs of Palestinian refugees, who make up a significant portion of the population in Lebanon. The demonstration was one of many that have taken place in recent years as Palestinian refugees in Lebanon continue to face challenges in securing work permits and basic rights. The situation has been further complicated by the ongoing Syrian conflict, which has forced hundreds of thousands of Palestinian refugees to seek refuge in Lebanon. The demonstration was peaceful, with protesters holding signs and chanting slogans. The Lebanese police were present but did not intervene, allowing the protesters to continue their demonstration for several hours. The protest is part of a larger movement among Palestinian refugees in Lebanon to demand better rights and living conditions.
The first patient to be diagnosed with Ebola in the eastern area of Congo has died, the country's health ministry said.

The woman, a 16-year-old girl, died Thursday night at the capital of Goma after suffering from high fever and experiencing difficulty breathing, the ministry said in a statement.

The girl had been transferred to Goma from Makabola, a town in the North Kivu province, where she was suspected of having the virus.

The outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo has now killed 20 people, with 24 still being treated for the disease.

Twenty cases have been confirmed in North Kivu province, 12 of which are in the city of Goma, while four are in the South Kivu province and four in the Ituri province, the ministry said.

The latest case has prompted new calls for increased vigilance and protection against the virus.

A state of emergency has been declared in the affected areas, and officials have urged people to avoid contact with those showing symptoms of the disease.

The outbreak is also spreading to other countries in the region, with cases reported in Uganda, Rwanda, and South Sudan.

The World Health Organization has called for increased efforts to contain the outbreak, and has warned that it could become a global health crisis if not controlled.

The ministry said it had deployed a team of experts to the area to investigate the case and prevent further spread.

Goma, DRC

A man and a woman were killed in a plane crash in the Democratic Republic of Congo on Thursday, according to local media.

The aircraft, a small passenger plane, crashed in a sugar cane field near the city of South Kivu, killing both passengers aboard.

The plane, which was carrying two people, was on its way to Goma, the capital of the region.

No immediate cause of the accident has been given.

The death toll brings the number of civilian plane crashes in the Democratic Republic of Congo to at least five in recent years.

The country has one of the worst record of aviation accidents in Africa, with many flights operating in remote and uncharted areas.

The government has promised to investigate the cause of the accident and take steps to improve safety standards.
US commemorates Apollo mission 50 years on

No federal charges for cop in Garner death
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Trump unveils immigration and border security bill

NY blackout: lots of questions, no answers and a mayor under fire
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Trump unveils immigration and border security bill

With US lawmakers' August recess looming, the official did not give a timeframe for introducing the bill to Congress, but did say it was laying out the possible areas of cooperation between Republicans and Democrats. The administration has previously called for a border wall and increased border agents.

"We'll see what leader McConnell talks about and what the leaders of the House want to do if they want to get it to a vote. But at least the Democrats will know requesting what the Republicans unified position is," the official said.

The bill has 10 Republican House co-sponsors, he said. When the House's White House-funded immigration reform bill died in 2013, the last Republican immigration reform bill that passed the House.

"The Chamber is focused on the American Dream," Trump said at a press conference. "We don't want to go down that road."

Trump pledged to build a wall on the southern border with Mexico in 2016, but he has not pressed the issue. In May, White House officials said their top priority was to "stop the flow of illegal immigration into the United States."
Thailand's Prime Minister Prayut Chan-ocha (front centre) poses with members of the new Thai cabinet at Government House in Bangkok yesterday.

Rule on Monday, saying that a former army chief who seized power in a 2014 coup, is unaffected by the disasters particularly in the Terai area.

Denpasar, Indonesia

A man said he was wounded by debris that rained down from the sky when an earthquake measuring 6.2 magnitude struck about 100 kilometers southwest of the city of Banyuwangi in East Java, Indonesia, on Sunday that killed at least two people and damaged buildings.

The most devastating tremor in the past 12 years hit South Sulawesi on September 28, 2018, killing 4,300 people and injuring 10,500.

Earthquakes, sometimes causing tsunamis, occur in the Ring of Fire, a seismically active belt along the Pacific Ocean in the Pacific Ocean, which includes Indonesia.

The earthquake struck the shallow sea floor off the island of Denpasar, which is located on the southern side of Bali, according to the U.S. Geological Survey.

Last January, a quake measuring 7.0 magnitude hit the city of Banyuwangi in East Java, killing 22 people and damaging buildings.

There were no reports of casualties on Bali, and the airport was operating normally.

The transport ministry said "everything has gone back to normal," but the transport ministry did not comment on the status of flights at the airport.

On Twitter, the 750-tonne vessel had 18 Russians on board, and it was carrying crew and passengers from the United States and Canada.

Mornyang was flying from Los Angeles to Singapore when the quake occurred, according to state news agency Bernama.

The joint drills have been called "national interest," because it is in the national interest to have peace and stability in the area.

They were getting back to normal.

At the time of the quake, the transport ministry said it was "not a legal document," and "should be treated with caution and care.

The situation in South Korea is so that they be given the chance, space and time to peacefully and legally resolve their differences.

The North Korean government, which has been under international sanctions for years, has repeatedly said it is willing to denuclearize if it gets economic benefits.

The United States is pressing for a freeze on nuclear testing and halting of missile tests as a sign of its commitment to diplomacy.

"You know, no one marched in the streets in New Zealand yesterday. There was no word of upset in her country", she said. "She met her at a summit in Vietnam this week, and she was speaking about a new kind of leader who has been hailed as a "progressive feminist" in the region.

Jacinda Ardern yesterday joined Mardiana of Indonesia in a call for "uncoordinated "arms races" to stop in the region.

Ardern has not been shy about saying she is a "progressive feminist" in the region.

"It feels like New Zealand, it should look like New Zealand, it should feel like New Zealand", she said. "Progressive women of colour - three of us in the corridors of power.

"I do not feel like New Zealand was a place that I was comfortable in, but I feel like New Zealand is a country where we can be ourselves and be proud of ourselves.

Washington's "very prescriptive" joint military exercises were the most important test of the new administration's approach to Asia, according to officials who attended the exercises.

"We anticipate that US forces and the AU will continue to work together to ensure our bilateral co-operation on our shared security challenges.

This year, the United States and Australia will conduct a joint military exercise in the Philippines, the first since 2017.

"I'm optimistic about the plan," Mornyang said. "We have been working on this for a long time, and we are confident that it will work.

The joint exercises will focus on sea-launched cruise missiles, and are expected to include live-fire drills.

A smaller-scale version of the joint drills was conducted in July, and was described as a "transformational" moment in the military relationship between the two countries.

The exercises were held in the Philippine capital, Manila, and were attended by officials from the United States and Australia.

Ardern has been called a "new Meryl Streep," and has been hailed as a "new kind of leader."
The major blocks plans

**Welsh street takes on steep title**

Gwendolen Room, the entrance to the historic architectural marvel, has been named as the highest street in Wales. The Welsh street takes on a steep title with a 16% gradient, making it the steepest street in the UK.

**Doctors reveal separation doctors have joined at the head**

Two-year-old twins joined at the head have been treated by the head of heart surgery at a Scottish hospital. The doctors revealed that the twins were joined at the head and that surgery was performed to separate them.

**£150k fine for leader of charity that failed to keep its books up to date**

Oona King, 51, has been fined £150,000 for failing to keep proper books and records of the charity she leads, which she is a member of. The Charity Commission for England and Wales has fined her for failing to keep proper books and records.

**Tory MP Andrew Bridgen blocks plans to dub British street 'Shia seminary row'**

Records application.

**BREXIT**

BRITAIN

**Calls grow for Labour peer to give up title**

Lady Martha has not re- presented to requests for com- ments. She has not要不要 responding to the requests for comments.

**BRITAIN**

**EU fines for Brexit delay or no-deal under Johnson**

The three-year Brexit crisis will not be changing the con- tracts so that voters can see the data on their donations and ac- cessions. It added that a “significant proportion” of the votes were connected to a rape trial.

**Calls grow for more information on the number of people who have lost their lives because of drug use in the UK**

The number of people who have lost their lives because of drug use in the UK is now higher than any EU country, the rate would be higher than any EU country, the rate would be higher than any EU country.

**New regulations aim to strengthen complaints systems**

The new regulations aim to strengthen complaints systems, with a report that the complaints systems have been strengthened.

**Brexit delay or no-deal under Johnson**

The EU is determined not to open talks in the 600-page- long draft treaty known as the Withdrawal Agreement. The EU is determined not to open talks in the 600-page- long draft treaty known as the Withdrawal Agreement.

**Network Rail data reveals separation doctors have joined at the head**

Two-year-old twins joined at the head have been treated by the head of heart surgery at a Scottish hospital. The doctors revealed that the twins were joined at the head and that surgery was performed to separate them.

**£150k fine for leader of charity that failed to keep its books up to date**

Oona King, 51, has been fined £150,000 for failing to keep proper books and records of the charity she leads, which she is a member of. The Charity Commission for England and Wales has fined her for failing to keep proper books and records.

**Calls grow for Labour peer to give up title**

Lady Martha has not re- presented to requests for com- ments. She has not要不要 responding to the requests for comments.
A senior French cabinet minister resigned on Monday, the latest in a string of departures in President Emmanuel Macron’s administration, with a view to reshuffling on Wednesday, after a report into his government’s handling of a fire that devastated the cathedral in Paris.

The website alleged the events were the result of a mass evacuation plan, “with a view to shuttering the entire world”.

Minister Franck Riester as the reconstruction minister for securing it will last until the work begins.

It might be replaced by a steeple, or a statue, or a memorial caretaker’s house, but it would not be the cathedral itself, Mr. Macron said. “When the reconstruction is finished for Notre-Dame, we will have a cathedral that is worthy of its place in our history,” he said.

The French MP approved law on reconstruction of Notre-Dame Paris

French MPs have approved a law on the reconstruction of Notre-Dame, whose repair bill is estimated at €12 billion, that sets a five-year deadline for the work to be completed.

The ceiling was proposed by a group of MPs and senators, following a call by Macron to end the debate on the future of the cathedral.

This is the first reaction to the rebuilding plan that has been met with criticism by some of Macron’s political opponents.

The bill will now go to the Senate for approval, after which it will need the signature of the president and the parliament to become law.

The website also alleged the events were a fire started by neo-Nazis who had previously lived abroad, as well as a death threat.

The website alleged the events were a fire started by neo-Nazis who had previously lived abroad, as well as a death threat.

Some 25,000 Roma, Sinti and Traveller families, who had been living in formal settlements in Rome, the capital, were to be evicted as of Monday.

The government has decried the eviction plan, saying it was “an act of violence”.

Salvini takes steps to clear out ‘illegal’ Roma settlements

The Italian interior minister says threats to him led to neo-nazi arms haul

Italian Interior Minister Matteo Salvini said on Wednesday that threats to him led to neo-nazis being arrested in Italy.

Salvini ordered the country’s regional governments to take steps to clear out the communities of Roma, Sinti and Travellers within a month.

The minister said that the communities were a threat to national security and that they should be moved to more secure areas.

Some 25,000 Roma, Sinti and Traveller families live in formal settlements in the country, according to the UNHCR.

Threats against the Roma and Sinti have increased since Salvini, who印花了 violent attacks on the police during a visit to Rome last year, was seen as too ambitious.

And he created an even greater stir by suggesting the toppled monument could be replaced by a statue of Napoleon.

The Sinti are traditionally from western and central Europe, while Roma have their origins in the Balkans.

The community is estimated to have origins in the Norman period, with the arrival of the Moors.

The community is estimated to have origins in the Norman period, with the arrival of the Moors.

The community is estimated to have origins in the Norman period, with the arrival of the Moors.

The website also alleged the events were a fire started by neo-Nazis who had previously lived abroad, as well as a death threat.

The website also alleged the events were a fire started by neo-Nazis who had previously lived abroad, as well as a death threat.

The website also alleged the events were a fire started by neo-Nazis who had previously lived abroad, as well as a death threat.
Blame it on the stairs, says aide

Spain's Podemos offers concessions to avoid elections

Von der Leyen wins mandate for top EU job

Hackers steal millions of Bulgarians' financial data

With health in spotlight, Merkel seated again during public event

Russia bars opposition candidates from Moscow city election

Bulgaria's Finance minister said today that he would step down yesterday after admitting that the leak of millions of taxpayers' financial details was an "attack" that one.no-record official has compromised nearly every adult personal record.

The data, which was leaked from the Bulgarian National Agency (NAP), happened at the end of May, however, and the data said it was probably carried out from abroad.

A person claiming to be a Russian hacker leaked local media on Monday offering access to the stolen data.

The breach of servers at the tax returns agency has been described as psychological "processing" of the first round of shaking on dehydration and neurological "processing" of the first round of shaking on dehydration and neurological "processing" of shaking fits in less than a month.

She has blamed the first bout of shaking on malnutrition's far-left Podemos

The German conservative got the thanks-of-the-shoot and liberal lawmakers which, according to a CDU source, is expected to come up with another candidate for the presidency.

The breach of servers at the tax returns agency has been described as psychological "processing" of the first round of shaking on dehydration and neurological "processing" of shaking fits in less than a month.
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The reason for the attack was not immediately clear.

The German chancellor sat while greeting a lunch with French President Emmanuel Macron on Wednesday at the military parade marking the centenary of the defeat of Germany's last war.
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Prime minister upset that the prime minister advised the MPs of his duty despite being on the roster. They also said heavily on his ministers who were absent.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi came down heavily on the opposition for its political moves. Speaking at a press conference, he said the government had set a precedent in the country. The Prime Minister also advised the MPs to be present on the roster. He said that there was no need for anyone to be absent even if they had a good reason. He said that the government had set a precedent in the country.

Decision on Karnataka rebel MLAs’ plea

The Supreme Court on Monday adjourned till Wednesday, July 17, 2019, the hearing on the petition filed by a group of Karnataka rebel MLAs against the disqualification of 13 of them by the Speaker.

The court observed that the Petitioner (P) has no right to challenge the decision of the Speaker (S) of the Assembly. The Petitioner has no right to challenge the decision of the Speaker neither under the Constitution of India nor under the Karnataka Panchayat elections Act, 1994. The court also observed that the Petitioner has not demonstrated any connection between the impugned order and the personal liberty of the Petitioner.

Tonnes of wheat rot in Haryana

Several thousand tonnes of wheat have been lying unprocured in the state of Haryana, according to reports. The state government has been facing difficulties in procuring wheat due to the high cost of procurement.

The state government has been facing difficulties in procuring wheat due to the high cost of procurement. The state government has been trying to purchase wheat at a lower price, but they have not been able to do so. The state government has also been facing difficulties in storing wheat due to the high cost of storage.
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US judge likely to jail El Chapo for life today

**Argentina presidential race to be tight, say polls**

**Mexico plans cut in Pemex tax rate in reviptal effort**

**US judge likely to jail El Chapo for life today**

**Reforms opposed**

**Man finds cocaine in washing powder box**

**Japanese princess visits museum**

**Mexico plans cut in Pemex tax rate in reviptal effort**

The plan to halve the rate of the Pemex tax rate in Mexico has been opposed by critics who argue that it would incentivise further illegal drug activity. Critics have also pointed out that the plan would benefit the powerful Sinaloa Cartel, led by Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán, who is currently serving a life sentence in a US prison.

**US judge likely to jail El Chapo for life today**

The US judge is expected to sentence Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán to life in prison today after he was found guilty of drug trafficking and other charges. This decision would be a significant blow to the Sinaloa Cartel, which El Chapo founded and used to smuggle huge amounts of drugs into the US.

**Reforms opposed**

Opposition parties in Mexico have opposed a plan to cut the tax rate in Pemex, the state-owned oil company, arguing that it would encourage further illegal drug activity. The plan has also been opposed by financial experts, who argue that it would harm the country’s economy.

**Man finds cocaine in washing powder box**

A man in the US state of New Mexico has found 50kg of cocaine in a box of soap powder that he bought at a local supermarket. The man reported the discovery to the police, who are now investigating the source of the cocaine.

**Japanese princess visits museum**

A member of the Japanese royal family visited a museum in Western Mexico, sparking interest in the cultural exchange between the two countries. The visit was part of a broader initiative to strengthen ties between Japan and Mexico in the areas of culture, education, and business.

**Argentina presidential race to be tight, say polls**

Polls have indicated that the upcoming presidential election in Argentina is likely to be very tight, with several candidates running neck-and-neck. The election is scheduled for October 27, and the winner will be determined by a runoff if no candidate wins a majority of the vote in the first round.

**Mexico plans cut in Pemex tax rate in reviptal effort**

The Mexican government has announced plans to cut the tax rate on oil production in the state-owned company Pemex, in an effort to boost the country’s economy. The move has been met with criticism from some quarters, who argue that it would benefit the Sinaloa Cartel and encourage illegal drug activity.
Pakistan reopens airspace

The government of Pakistan has reopened its airspace for commercial flights over the course of this month. It had closed its airspace in February, affecting hundreds of flights and means that city pairs such as extending the suspension of overflight fees.

The government said the decision to reopen the airspace was first made by Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan. He said Pakistan’s airspaces are completely open for all kinds of flights without any exception.
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Central bank report shines light on food insecurity

A report released by the Central Bank of Pakistan underscores the severity of food insecurity in the country. The report states that 372 cases were lodged, and another 300 were wounded.

The coal mine is run by the Pakistan Minerals Development Corporation. If the authorities are more than 50mn people affected.

One survivor, nine bodies pulled out of mine

A vegetable vendor waits for customers amid floodwater in Lahore.

Wet market

According to the report, un- dernutrition is a serious concern. The report underlines the high prevalence of undernutrition, especially in rural areas. It states that 30.7% of the population in Pakistan is undernourished, with the highest prevalence in Baluchistan. The report also highlights the significant impact of conflict and displacement on food security.
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Government rules out pullout from UNHRC

The Philippines will not withdraw from the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) or sever ties with the body, said presidential spokesman Salvador Panelo on February 12, after the approval of the resolution calling for the Philippines to be suspended from the council.

“After careful study, the government has decided not to pull out of the UNHRC,” Panelo said in a statement.

The government, which was considering a pullout, decided against it due to the “tremendous legal cost and problems” that would arise from such a move, said Panelo.

The Philippines is one of the countries under the UNHRC’s “universal periodic review” and is due to be reviewed by the council in 2020.

President Rodrigo Duterte earlier said he would opt for the government to pull out of the council if the resolution was approved.

However, Panelo said the government decided to continue its participation in the council “to defend the position and principles of the Philippines.”

Panelo said the Philippines would continue to support the rights of human beings “as prescribed by the charter” of the council.

The Philippines was among the countries that had been targeted by the council critics for alleged human rights violations.

In May 2018, the council had approved a resolution calling for the Philippines to be suspended from the council for two years.

The Philippines had previously been criticized by the council for alleged rights violations in the war on drugs and the crackdown on illegal drugs.

In a statement, the Department of Foreign Affairs said “the Philippines is not withdrawing from the UNHRC as we commit to strengthening our human rights institutions.”

Panelo assured the country that the government would continue to defend the country’s position in the council.
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Aids deaths down a third since 2010, says UN report

HIV-related deaths last year fell to around 770,000 – some 33% lower than the 1.2mn estimated in 2017, a new UN report showed yesterday, but warned that global efforts to eradicate the disease were stalling as funding dries up.

An estimated 38m people were living with HIV – and a record 23.2mn of those have access to some antiretroviral therapy (ART), UNAIDS said in its annual report.

Highlighting the enormous progress made since the height of the AIDS pandemic in the 1990s, the report showed that the number people dying from the disease fell from 800,000 in 2017 to 770,000 last year. The figure was down by more than a third from 2010, when there were 1.2mn Aids-related deaths.

But it also exposed weaknesses in the world’s fight against Aids.

While Aids-related deaths in Africa, the continent most affected by the epidemic, have plummeted this decade, Eastern Europe has seen the death toll rise 9% and the Middle East and North Africa 4%.

Year-on-year, those same regions saw a 29% and 10% rise in new infections respectively.

“We urgently need increased political leadership to end Aids,” said Gunilla Carlsson, UNAIDS executive director.

“The global response to Aids is robust if we focus on people not diseases and take a human rights-based approach to reaching people most affected by HIV.”

Decades of research have yet to yield a cure or vaccine for the HIV virus, which has infected almost 88mn people and killed more than 35mn since 1981.

The UN said that more than half of new HIV infections globally come from “key populations” – intravenous drug users, gay men, transgender people, sex workers and prisoners.

Despite this, the report said that under 10% of these at-risk populations were reached by HIV prevention services in more than half of countries.

Peter Ghys, UNAIDS strategic information director, said that the 10% reduction in new infections since 2010 was way below the global aim of a 90% fall by next year.

“Incident reductions are just too slow to reach the target that has been set out,” he told journalists.

Another vulnerable group is children, with more than 360,000 new HIV infections among young people estimated last year.

That is 41% lower than in 2010, but far off the mark for the UN’s 2020 goal of at least 20,000 new infections worldwide each year by 2020.

There remains a pronounced disparity in new infection rates among young men and women, with young women being targeted by sex merchants.

The report also warned that a lack of political will coupled with decreasing finance risked undermining the progress made so far.

Last year $19bn was made available for Aids responses, more than 3% short of the estimated $21bn needed by 2020.

Ghys said the funding drop was a result of “small reductions by different donor countries”.

Gulf Times
Digital inclusion: driving equal access for all

By Lisa Rapaport

The study also suggests that vaping may make it easier for adults who smoke cigarettes to quit. This is because, compared with non-vapers, vapers were less likely to relapse, “said Ramchandar Gomajee, lead author of the study.

Moreover, vapers were more likely to cut down their cigarette use before attempting to quit, and those who cut down when using their electronic cigarette, for example, reported a higher likelihood of long-term cessation with the help of the device. Gomajee and colleagues followed 105 adult former smokers who were using their electronic cigarette, for example, for at least six months.

Kevin Tan, head of Tobacco Prevention and Control at the World Health Organization, noted, “We want to bring the benefits of progressive policies to as many smokers who can benefit from them. That could be the key to provide a seamless platform to protect citizens when crafting and implementing policies. To find the benefits of progressive policies, we have identified this very important issue.

We have demonstrated that such innovative policies can lead to a significant reduction in the prevalence of tobacco use, and this will have an impact on social and environmental sustainability strategies, which include healthy and harmonious ecosystem. It has changed the way that people use tobacco products and the impact of tobacco on the environment. It is a step forward towards sustainable development.

By the end of follow-up, however, 157 former smokers who were using their electronic cigarette were more likely to achieve long-term cessation with the help of the device, compared with 90% of non-vapers. This suggests that vaping may be an effective strategy for smoking cessation.

In summary, the study also wasn’t designed to test the effectiveness of vaping as a smoking cessation strategy, but rather to explore the potential mechanisms underlying the observed association. Further research is needed to confirm these findings and to determine whether vaping can be an effective tool for smoking cessation.

The study was funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, the National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases. The findings of this research are based on a sample of 2,000 adult former smokers who were using their electronic cigarette for at least six months.
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UDC awards Gewan Island marine works contract to UrbaCon, Promar

From Page 1

The UDC and Promar Marine Contracting Co have signed a contract to perform marine works at Gewan Island.

UDC president and CEO Dr Hamad bin Jassim Al Thani signs the agreements with UrbaCon Trading & Contracting Co vice chairman and Promar Marine Contracting Company chairman and managing partner Jaleel Chamoun.

The island, which derives its name from the full-round, pink-magenta hills, will be an entry point to guide community seeking an urbane and vibrant lifestyle.
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